
Nothing beats arriving home sweet home after a 
winter away. Well, almost nothing – Larry and 
Mary Kaye Hudson’s homecoming might have a 
slight edge over the average spring snowbird return.
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STYLISH
BUNGALOW REVEAL Continued on page 92

The Hudsons’ favourite room is the Muskoka room off the 
kitchen. It has the same relaxing feel as their family cottage.
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WWHEN THE PAIR recently came home 
from wintering in Florida, they discovered 
their daughters and their decorator had 
updated their space with fresh accessories and 
décor and surprised them with a reveal as they 
walked through the door. “Everything was 
lovely,” says Mary Kaye, “it was a huge surprise 
and it was great. We came home and some 
spaces were quite different!”

The trio had transformed and refreshed 
a few rooms in the Hudsons’ two-year-
old bungalow with on-trend colours and 
accessories. The neutral space provided 
an easy canvas for some chic updates 
– one of the biggest benefits of a grey-and-
white base palette. 

Mary Kaye describes her style as “fairly 
traditional.” Family friend and decorator 

Andrea Bramhill helped the Hudsons 
achieve a cohesive, clean and functional space 
that met their taste. “Andrea was a big help, 
she has a real flair for colour,” says Mary 
Kaye. While she and Larry had found flooring 
they wanted to install when they were at 
their cottage (from Bickell’s Flooring & 
Complete Decorating Centre), Bramhill 
helped them select paint colours and pull all of 
the rooms in the home together.

The Hudsons decided to build a new home 
in Listowel when they tired of the drive in to 
their business from out of town, where they had 
moved a few years ago. When they felt it was time 
to be back in Listowel, they purchased a building 
lot while they were in Florida and immediately 
got in touch with Domm Construction and 
started planning their new build. Continued on page 95

ABOVE: A stylish console table in the front entry sets the tone for this 
welcoming, comfortable family home. TOP RIGHT: The Hudson sisters, 
Katie (left) and Becky (standing) discuss the imminent “reveal’ with Andrea 
(right) in the Muskoka Room. RIGHT: Andrea Bramhill, decorator and 
family friend, chose beachy aqua as the accent colour to punch up the 
earthy palette and tie the living room and Muskoka Room together.
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They called on Chelsey Fotheringham 
at idesign Kitchen Studio to design their 
large kitchen and to install cabinetry in 
their bathrooms.

Fotheringham calls the style transitional. 
She achieved that look by incorporating 
“classy features like glass accent doors, a 
custom range hood, soft white and grey 
with a light shimmery quartz counter for 
perfect contrast.”

 The tiered kitchen island does double 
duty as an eat-in area and prep space. The 
Hudsons have a formal dining room and knew 
they would often eat at their island anyway, so 
they didn’t waste space on another eat-in table 
in the kitchen. “The island is our table,” says 
Mary Kaye. It seats six comfortably and that’s 
where they eat most of their meals, unless they 
are hosting a bigger dinner party. 

It’s also a natural gathering spot. The 
Hudsons entertain quite a bit and, as with 
most homes, the kitchen ends up being a 
hotspot. Their island is large enough to 
accommodate whatever they have on the go. 
“Incorporating the tiered island was a perfect 
way to separate the work/prep space from a 
comfortable dining space,” says Fotheringham, 
who calls it a “great alternative to a standard 
kitchen table.”

Off the kitchen is one of the stars of the 
home, what the Hudsons call their Muskoka 
room. The Hudsons have a cottage up north 
with a Muskoka room that’s completely 
screened in, which is one of their favourite 
spaces. When they were choosing the layout 
for their new home in Listowel and saw a plan 
with a Muskoka room in it, they fell in love 
with it immediately. Continued on page 98

ABOVE: Chelsey Fotheringham from idesign 
Kitchen Studio designed a tiered island to 
separate the prep/work area from the eating/
gathering space. It blends beautifully with 
the casual way this family lives. OPPOSITE: 
Frequent entertainers, the Hudsons use their 
elegant separate dining room for more formal or 
special occasions.
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ABOVE: The cabinetry for the basement bar was also designed by idesign Kitchen 
Studio. BELOW: Family gatherings often include a game of pool in the spacious 
home theatre/games/entertainment room.

Extra high ceilings in the basement accommodate 
Larry’s must-have golf simulator, which also 
doubles as a movie screen.
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Store Hours:
Monday & Saturday 8:30 to 5:00

Tuesday & Wednesday 8:30 to 5:30
Thursday & Friday 8:30 to 8:00

We are closed on Sundays.

5663 Line 86 just east of Listowel.
1.800.365.9127

HST INCLUDED • FREE DELIVERY
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Continued on 

page 98

“It’s like being outside,” says Mary Kaye 
of the space, “and we wanted the same 
feeling here.” They achieved that with 
vaulted ceilings, plenty of tall windows 
(Strassburger Windows and Doors) and 
a stone fireplace. 

This is where Larry and Mary Kaye can 
relax, although, as Mary Kaye points out, they 
also have room to spread out and have their 
own space when they want to. The couple’s 
main-floor master bedroom (furniture by 
Conway Furniture) is a soothing space. 
“I find our new home really comfortable, no 
matter where we are,” she says.

At the top of Larry’s wish list for the 
home was a golf simulator in the basement. 
Incorporating this special feature meant 
the Hudsons had to build their basement 
extra-deep to accommodate 12-foot ceilings. 
Now Larry can swing and practice in the 
basement whenever he likes and the Hudsons’ 
son, grandsons and friends all visit to play golf 
during the winter.

LEFT: When the day is over, the Hudsons unwind in 
this serene master bathroom. BELOW: Refreshed 
with new wall hangings, a cosy throw and aqua accent 
cushions, the master bedroom echoes the colour 
palette in the other main-floor rooms. Furniture in the 
master bedroom comes from Conway Furniture.

“I find our new  
home really  
comfortable,  
no matter  
where we are.” 

Continued on page 100
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LOCAL SOURCE GUIDE
• Andrea Bramhill • Bickell’s Flooring & Complete Decorating 

Centre • Brandt Security • Conway Furniture • Domm 

Construction Ltd. • Ed’s Siding and Eavestroughing • idesign 

Kitchen Studio • J.E. Gabel Electric, Plumbing & HVAC Ltd. • J.E. 

Trim Johnson Enterprises • K-W Glass Systems • Martin Stucco 

• Moe’s Masonry • Shouldice Designer Stone • Strassburger 

Windows & Doors • Watson’s Home Hardware Building Centre

Aside from the simulator, which also doubles as a movie screen, the 
rest of the basement is also a great space for entertaining, from the bar 
and sitting area to a pool table. 

When the weather allows, the Hudsons love to spend time outside 
on their porches. Their property backs onto a school so they have no 
back neighbour, which Mary Kaye calls “comfortable and peaceful.” 

Building their own home from scratch turned out to be a fantastic 
choice. Now the Hudsons are close to work and have a home with all 
of the elements they wanted. They love their new build – and they have 
friends and family who go the extra mile to dress it up for them too!  OH

LEFT: Pretty in Pink! Who wouldn’t want to be the guest in this 
feminine, comfy bedroom? ABOVE: A quiet corner to relax 
before dinner or after the party is over. BELOW: This 3 piece 
bathroom on the ground floor incorporates style and function. 
K-W Glass Systems Inc. supplied glass for all showers. Domm 
Construction was the installer. 

6488 Wellington Road 7, Elora  ON  519.846.2323  www.xanaduhomes.ca

Our roots are from PEI
and we work hard to
bring small town care to
our customers, every day.

519.821.0256  |  bigelowflooring.ca
450 Woodlawn Rd. W., Guelph
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